Ebook Central Usability
Enhancements
Enhancements to ensure
users get the exact content
they need:

DRM-free chapter download
and full title download

Redesigned for efficiency, Ebook Central provides more
intuitive functionality and minimizes restrictions to access.
ProQuest is committed to providing a simplified, intuitive user experience
that connects researchers to the content they need, when they need it.
Ebook Central’s Usability Enhancements minimize, and in some cases
eliminate, barriers to access associated with DRM.
Enhancements to our book detail page, designed to increase usability,
ensure students and researchers can discover the exact content that
is important to their research or classwork—at both the chapter and
subchapter level—then access it online or download it for later use.
In addition, log in and account creation improvements enable users to
more easily take advantage of features and functions that:
•

Provide a simple, effortless research experience where at-a-glance
information is immediately available helping to inform research
decisions at the book and chapter level.

•

Maximize access to content by providing clear table-of-contents level
prompts for reading online or downloading—plus DRM-free chapter
downloads with file names that actually reflect the chapter title.

•

Save time with intuitive features from a simplified login process to
informational dialog boxes that provide helpful hints.

DRM limit refreshes

75% Complete

Print, copy, and download by
percentage of book, rather
than number of pages

Ebook Central is designed to support better learning and research
outcomes by providing the greatest breadth of critical ebook content to
the most diverse set of students and researchers.
•

Built for students and researchers, Ebook Central’s modern,
user-centered design supports user workflows, enabling them to
discover, evaluate, and access titles easily and efficiently.

•

Crafted using feedback from researchers and librarians to address
your challenges, including obstacles associated with DRM. These
enhancements are just the beginning as ProQuest continues to make
usability improvements based on analysis of user behavior.

•

Confidently take advantage of the value of aggregation with over
1 million titles from 750 publishers; multiple, flexible acquisition
models designed to meet your library’s collection development goals;
and robust administrative portal with highly-detailed usage reports.

Access your book files
around the world

Easily transfer files across
multiple devices

proquest.com

Meet Ebook Central’s new &
improved book detail page!
“Pretty amazing… all the information that I would
possibly need... [to] help me with my paper.”
— Psychology major

Easily discoverable book detail
page provides at-a-glance
title information including
availability, description, table
of contents and bibliographic
information

Quickly identify availability
status including total pages
remaining for copy, print
and download

Get granular by expanding
subsections to access the
exact content needed

Description and
bibliographic information
available right on the detail
page—show more or less
as needed.

Know exactly how many
pages are in a part or
subsection so users can
make the most of copy,
print, and download limits

Easily read online or
download book parts and
subsections directly from
the table of contents

Take advantage of DRMfree chapter downloads—
complete with improved
file naming reflective of the
chapter title—for maximum
access and portability
across multiple devices
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Informative dialog boxes
provide help and instructions
on how to maximize your
access through the use of
subsections

